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Riviera 4800 Sport Yacht

The very stylish new 4800 Sport Yacht from Riviera is
inspiring an entirely new generation of boating enthusiasts.
Proudly boasting external design cues from the popular 6000
and 5400 Sport Yacht models, the 4800 design has all the Riviera
Sport Yacht hallmarks: Sleek lines, luxurious single-level living and
entertaining features, as well as superb sea-keeping capabilities.
Easy-to-use technology enhances her wide appeal even further;
she was one of the first motoryachts in the world to be showcased
with Volvo Penta’s new D8-IPS800 Inboard Propulsion System that
sets new standards in performance, on-board comfort, refined
finishes and maneuverability.
Her exterior profile is elegant and distinguished, with contemporary
hull windows and porthole designs recessed for added protection, as
well as a sports-styled targa arch and hydraulic boarding platform.
Her fully-equipped cockpit has considerable storage and an
adjustable timber table that connects the L-shaped forward lounge
with the aft lounge. To port there is a solid surface bench-top, wet bar
with refrigeration, icemaker and sink with hot and cold water tap-ware.
On the forward deck you’ll find an additional alfresco leisure
zone with a double sunpad, adjustable backrests and convenient

drink holders. A large awning window opens out from the salon
to the cockpit, creating a seamless flow from boarding platform
through to the forward helm. The superbly-equipped aft galley
is set to port to enhance the flow of traffic through the salon
and features premium appliances, including dual stainless steel
refrigeration drawers and a freezer drawer.
On the dash, Volvo Penta’s innovative Glass Cockpit System
delivers touch-screen operations and control of both engines;
navigation functions, including Dynamic Positioning System;
sounder and radar; even Auto-Pilot and optional charts — all in one
place and in the one intuitive system.
Below and forward is the luxurious master stateroom featuring
a queen-sized walkaround bed with inner-spring mattress and the
owner’s private, contemporary-styled ensuite. The VIP guest stateroom
amidships features full headroom at its entry, where there is a cedarlined hanging locker, as well as three adult-sized single beds.
The D8-IPS800 system has twin D8 diesel engines and IPS15 poddrives. This drive package offers spirited performance and fuel-efficient
cruising, improved sound and vibration suppression, as well as Volvo
Penta’s trademark high torque and excellent power-to-weight ratio.
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